A Close Encounter with THE WONDER OF LEARNING

with Carol Anne Wien
Saturday, 1 October, 2016

Royal York Fairmont Hotel
100 Front St W, Toronto, ON

Registration: 8:30 a.m. Session: 9 a.m.-12 p.m.
followed by CAYC Annual General Meeting

For tickets contact Angela Woodburn
awoodburn@londonbridge.com 519-432-5606

CAYC members: $65.
10% off for NAREA members

New Members: $120 (includes 1 year Membership to CAYC)*

Join us for an intimate community Professional Learning opportunity that invites your engagement with The Wonder of Learning Exhibit.

We invite you to explore The Wonder of Learning with attentiveness, slowing down to perceive more widely and deeply, to question more thoughtfully, and to resist our interpretations until they are grounded in more expansive consideration. The session will include the opportunity to study a selected segment of the exhibit closely within the community of a small group. Groups will gather with a facilitator for discussion and preparation of comments for the whole group.

Carol Anne Wien and facilitators Randa Khattar, Karyn Callaghan, Ellen Brown & Joanne Babalis.

*Member benefits include two issues of Canadian Children Journal, provincial newsletters featuring information about regional news, resources and CAYC activities and favorable registration rates for CAYC conferences.